
Lórien Academy of the Arts
JOB DESCRIPTION: LÓRIEN PROFESSOR OF FINE ART

DRAWING 101: ELEMENTS OF THE VISUAL

❖ This is an 8-week contract position, from 06/07/2021 - 07/29/2021.

❖ There are two sections of Drawing 101:

➢ Monday & Wednesday, 9:45am - 11:15am

➢ Monday & Wednesday, 12:30pm - 2:00pm

❖ For the purposes of continuity and standardization, the preference is for the same person to

teach both sections, but applicants may apply to teach just one.

❖ Classes will have approximately 8-10 students, ages 12-14.

❖ Must be proficient in both teaching and the drawing medium to meet the following course

objectives: During the course of Drawing 101, students will...

➢ learn how to use the tools and materials of the course - ebony pencils, erasers, and

different paper types: newsprint, sketch pads, drawing paper.

➢ learn and use various gesture and warm-up exercises.

➢ learn techniques of shading.

➢ learn to identify the direction of the light source(s) and observe the brightest highlight

and darkest shadow within a subject.

➢ learn how to observe anatomical proportions and draw them accurately.

➢ learn how to create depth using 1-point perspective.

❖ A curriculum will be provided with flexibility to adapt to the professor's experience and

teaching style.

❖ Pay:

➢ Student:

■ Art or Art Education Major - Grad or Undergrad Senior: $640/section

($20/hr x 32 hours [24 instructional + 8 office])

➢ Professional Art Educator:

■ Less than 3 years experience: $800/section

($25/hr x 32 hours [24 instructional + 8 office])

■ 3+ years experience: $960/section

($30/hr x 32 hours [24 instructional + 8 office])



PROFILE OF A LÓRIEN PROFESSOR

❖ Good Person:
➢ Care about and view the students you’ll be working with as more than just art students,

but as people.

➢ Have empathy and understanding of some of the unique challenges of the low-income

students you will primarily be serving.

❖ Good Artist:
➢ Be able to demonstrate (or show work you’ve done which exemplifies) your proficiency

in the skills and techniques you are to teach.

❖ Good Teacher:
➢ Possess patience and communication skills to help middle and high school students

understand the concepts and learn the skills and techniques of your art discipline.

➢ Be able to plan and conceptualize how to engage your students so they feel ownership

and excitement about the art they are creating.


